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Skip navigation! We found out that you are in Germany, do you want to visit your local site? Click on the country/region above to switch. Keep your guide to the Amazon Little Axe series up with the latest daily buzz with the BuzzFeed Daily newsletter! Today, trailers are as anticipated as the actual movies
they promote. For this week, we have the final trailer of D.C.'s next superhero flick, our first extensive look at the new season of House of Cards, and plenty more. everything weve seen this week . 1. Foxtrot Tina Fey's Tango Whiskey continues to roll in after 30 rock careers. Foxtrot's Whiskey Tango tells
the story of a female journalist embedded with the military in Afghanistan as she navigates the troubled waters of war and deals with mistreating. Margot Robbie (Suicide Squad) stars alongside Faye, making for a surprisingly coherent comedic doubles. The latest trailer gives us a good look at the
chemistry of two actors on screen and a solid escape from the film's over-the-top story. 2. Batman v Superman: Dawn of Justice D.C. is just now getting its movie franchise off the ground, kicking everything off this March with Batman v Superman: Dawn of Justice. The film pits the man of steel against the
Dark Knight, as the gladiator races to end all gladiator competitions. The latest trailer was widely criticized for giving what appeared to be the entire film. For the final teaser though, we did more action and less spoiled stories, leading us to wonder why this one Warner released wasn't primarily. 3. House of
Cards, Chapter 4 House of Cards shows that its fair share of 15 and 50 is seen. The first two seasons of those masters classes were in dramatic storytelling, left by a disappointing third that left many fans scratching their heads. Focusing more on Frank Underwood's marital issues than the political intrigue
that made it originally great, it was an ancillary effort from a show that would raise the bar in its early years. Season 4 seems to be a welcoming return to form based on what we see in the first trailer, so here's hoping that it can deliver on that promise. 4. Rising star Tom Hiddleston is going to appear with
every movie he attaches to the boost. The high rise of his latest project, in broad-eyed closed-esque thrillers about a living community has gone wrong. The painting trailer is a picture of a film that equals sections of social humor and horror, combining a variety of different tones together into a single story.
5. Broad City, Season 3 over the past few years, Comedy Central has become ground zero for innovative, genre-bending humor. Shows like Keys and Peel and Inside Amy Schumer have been widely regarded as some of the best comedies on TELEVISION, and arguments can be made for Broad City as
well. Season 3 kicks off next week, and the newest trailer teased at the types of insanity we've come to expect from Ilana Glazer and Jacobson. Follow Nick on Twitter @NickNorthwest More Fun Cheat Sheets: Darth Vader on Rogue One | Lucasfilm trailers today are as part of the film-going experience as
the movies themselves. There is something unbearably exciting about seeing how much to loop the two-minute sizzle of the best release scenes. That's why the trailer culture has reproduced into what it is today, and makes it up to even the release date of the short teaser a day to look forward to. In the
spirit of this, our team gathers together the best internet to offer, offering all the TV trailers and movies and teasers you can possibly handle in one place every week. 1. Rogue One: Rogue One Star Wars Story: Star Wars Story is almost here, with nearly a month to go before its wide release. The latest
trailer for the film went live in October, with many (including us) assuming it would be the final one before it hits theaters. So imagine our surprise when not one, but two separate international trailers appeared within 24 hours. Both are similar in terms of what they show us, with a few key differences. The
first shows us a short sequel with a young Jen Erso and her mother, where jen is given what appears to be a Crystal Kiber necklace. The second provides us with some really stunning footage of X-Wings in action above Scarif. Our reward of both arrows of death star is in action, as well as more of Darth
Vader's. At all, it's just enough to tide us over in the final weeks leading up to rogue one's release. 2. The four-way CW superhero crossover has been making off from its D.C. superhero empire for years now, culminating in four separate shows spreading throughout the week. Combining it as standing
now includes Supergirl, Flash, Flash, and Legends of Tomorrow, and sums up an extensive roster of heroes and villains. Since arrows were first joined by arrows, the network has used cross episodes and used them as tentpoles for the fall tv season. This year, we have a massive four-night crossover
bringing together every CW hero should offer. The first official teaser also gives it an official title: Heroes vs. Aliens. Yup. This will be great. 3. Valerian and the city of 1,000 planets, Luke Bessen, revolutionized scientific cinema with the fifth element in 1997. While the visionary director struggled to find
similar success in the years that followed, there was little denying his enormous contribution to the genre. Don't let any of this convince you that Besson finished helping though. For his next project, he will adapt a 50-year-old series of French comics, bringing the enormous star power of Cara Delevingne,
Ethan Hawke, Clive Owen, John Goodman and Rihanna. basic story on time travel, stellar visual elements, and Obviously the fifth-esque element returns to form for Besson. And for the first teaser trailer, it's not hard to see any of them in action either. 4- The Expanse, Season 2 The Syfy network has long
had a strategy of throwing a bunch of concepts against the wall until one of them sticks as a hit series. Last year or so though it seems they were focusing down their lineup, and the result was widespread. Often billed as Game of Thrones in space, the tenacious series adapted from novels of the same
name, itself numbers among an elite group of hard-won sci-fi successfuls in television. Season two will make an early promise on it, as residents of Earth, Mars and the Asteroid Belt all go to war with each other, forcing our cadre of main characters to choose one side. 5. Ghost in the shell scientifically
dreamy Faye, we'd lose if we didn't talk about ghosts in the shell. The world-famous anime series is at its core iconic, leading to a fair bit of controversy when Scarlett Johansson was cast in the lead role for the film adaptation. That up, it's encouraging to see the lead director for anime, Matro O'Shea, put
his seal of approval on both the new production, and Johansson's casting. O'Shea runs her own thoughts about the film in the above feature, while a fascinating look at some of the cr madier visual elements gives us. Follow Nick on Twitter @NickNorthwest check out Arcade Cheat Sheets on Facebook!
Darth Vader on Rogue One: A Star Wars Story | Lucasfilm trailers today are as part of the film-going experience as the movies themselves. There is something unbearably exciting about seeing how much to loop the two-minute sizzle of the best release scenes. That's why the trailer culture has
reproduced into what it is today, and makes it up to even the release date of the short teaser a day to look forward to. In the spirit of this, our team gathers together the best internet to offer, offering all the TV trailers and movies and teasers you can possibly handle in one place every week. 1. Rogue One:
Buzz Star Wars Story is making contact with each passing week for the December release Of Rogue One: A Star Wars Story. That all came to a head with Lucasfilm's latest trailer for the film, which dive into tons of new details, never seen before. In it we take a look at the basic story that follows Jen
Erso's father, Gallen, while he is captured by the empire and used to help them build the Death Star. Fast into the future, Jen finds herself rescued from the Empire Barracks by rebellion, which itself is searching for Gallon, in the hope of obtaining key information relating to the imminent construction of the
Death Star. Cherry on top: Even more Vader darts. Trailer teased at what appears to be a significant role for notorious star 2. The Walking Dead, AMC's Season 7 Walking Dead provoked a ire of fans after its controversial cliffhanger at the end of Season 6. We still don't know which of Nigan's original
cast members has been beaten with his barbed wire baseball bat, but what we do know is that when we finally find out it's heartbreaking, this network will look forward to season 7 taunting at the same size, diving into how the dynamics of the series will be irreparably changed, as Rick and others learn that
they are part of much of the larger world, even after the zombie apocalypse has diminished humanity( Both literally and figuratively). Nigan will prove to be his strongest enemy yet, and as an iconic character of the original comics, he marks a turning point in the series as it seeks new life in its seventh
season. 3. Rangers will live our power during the rebuilding and rebooting era. If a property was popular for a while in the 80s and 90s, chances are Hollywood is going to do everything it could to re-package it for modern audiences. Power Rangers will be the latest to receive this treatment, coming to us in
the form of an Israeli religion led by a free reboot next year. The Israeli is to know more for his work directing project Almanac, but in most cases he is a relative newcomer to big budget blockbusters. Along with a similarly green cast, it will be interesting to see if the studio can manage to capture the
definitely cheesy source TV series and turn it into a solid movie franchise. However it ends up shaking, they are definitely our attention. 4. Doctor Who's new season doctor who won't land until April next year, but with the preservation of british TV's Sly tradition, we will be getting an independent Christmas
special for the show this December. A recent first look given to us by BBC America shows us that even Doctor Who is not immune to the recent boom in superheroes. Justin Chatwin (Shameless, Orphan Black) plays a mysterious criminal named Grant who seeks to save New York City from an imminent
alien threat. Meanwhile, Dr. (Peter Capaldi) teamed up with a local investigative reporter to help Grant. And even though we have to wait six-plus months for new episodes to run, at least we'll have to tide us in the meantime. 5. Iron Fist secured it to say that Marvel Gold Nets has once again struck out
with the recent release of Luke Cage, but this next show on the line is really excited us. Iron Fist is released in March 2017 and the first full-length trailer has arrived to give us a gift with our first taste. We see Finn Jones in action as Danny Rand, the man chosen as the bearer of a great power, who is out
to avenge the man who killed his father. Iron Fist represents the final piece of the puzzle leading up to the first game of late 2017 for defenders to be played All four of Marvel's main net-flickers are together towards a common cause. We've already seen what Daredevil, Jessica Jones @NickNorthwest,
and Luke Cage have to offer; Facebook!
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